"My evil favoured writing": Uglyography, Disease, and the Epistolary Networks of George Talbot, Sixth Earl of Shrewsbury
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ABSTRACT George Talbot, sixth Earl of Shrewsbury, is infamous among historians and palaeographers of sixteenth-century England for the thousands of documents he has left in his horrible handwriting, or uglyography. Taking this unanimously bemoaned situation as its point of departure, this study uses a selection of Shrewsbury's surviving letters to explore what more his handwriting can tell us when considered in conjunction with the letters' contents and the Elizabethan sociocultural interpretations of poor handwriting and disease. In particular, "gout" (the term Shrewsbury himself uses for his infirmity) is described as a paleopathological condition that had significant implications not only for legibility but also for the management of Shrewsbury's epistolary networks and the discourse of illness found throughout his correspondence with his second wife, Bess of Hardwick, as well as other period figures, specifically Burghley and Elizabeth I.
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GEORGE TALBOT (CA. 1522–1590), sixth Earl of Shrewsbury, was one of the most powerful and well-connected figures in Elizabethan England: a landed magnate and military officer in the north, wealthy industrialist, principal custodian of Mary Queen of Scots during her English captivity, fourth husband of "Bess of Hardwick" (dynast and builder of Hardwick Hall, Derbyshire), and, certainly not least, Elizabeth I's own "faithful Shrewsbury." Despite such distinctions, Shrewsbury is probably best known to sixteenth-century scholars for his infamously bad handwriting, or what he himself referred to as "my evil favoured writing," commonly attributed to "gout." An early account in the Sheffield Independent Press (January 30, 1875) deemed Shrewsbury's holograph "the despair of all transcribers"; more recent historians and palaeographers
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have continued in a similar vein: "surely the most illegible scribble to survive from the Elizabethan period"; the only thing which historians cannot forgive him ... atrocious ... the most indecipherable holograph perpetrated by any leading Elizabethan figure’ and "all but impossible to read." The hand of his second wife, known to posterity as "Bess of Hardwick" (née Elizabeth Hardwick and hereafter referred to as Bess) puts his to shame: James Daybell observes that Bess's "writing skills compare favorably with the atrocious hand of her last husband, George "Talbot." Shrewsbury was not alone among his peers in having bad handwriting; indeed, it seems that aristocracy, gout, and bad handwriting quite literally went hand in hand in sixteenth-century England (a sociocultural dimension that will be discussed later in this essay). Even so, it is reasonable to say that Shrewsbury's holograph was on the whole, one of the ugliest. What we might then refer to more aptly as Shrewsbury's gouty uglography has no doubt contributed to the lack of any proper biography or edition of his correspondence—or even that of Bess (until recently). However, as proved by the now completed transcriptions for The Letters of Bess of Hardwick: The Complete Correspondence c.1550–1608, with time and effort, Shrewsbury's handwriting is completely decipherable.

Originally, it was my own work on the Letters of Bess project that led me to the questions explored in this essay. For in the process of reading and transcribing letters to, from, and about Shrewsbury, "gout" quickly emerged as a central theme in relation to not only the physical writing of letters and the employment of scribes but also the discursive content of the letters themselves. This led me to explore the immense corpus of Shrewsbury's own writing (i.e., beyond letters involving Bess), at which point I became aware of how ubiquitous the issue of the gouty hand (writing) was in other facets of his correspondence as well. It seems that for his contemporaries, too, Shrewsbury was often associated with gout.

5. Stewart and Wolfe, Letterwriting, 36. For other scrawling hands from the period, see (for example) facsimile letters 45 (from the Earl of Leicester) and 51 (from Francis Bacon) in Felix Fryer, Elizabeth I: Her Life in Letters (London, 2003).
7. The deciphering of Shrewsbury's hand has been a collaborative effort: in particular, I am grateful to Doctors Alan Bryson and Alison Wiggins for their paleographic skills. The web edition containing all known letters to and from Bess (along with background essays and a paleography tutorial), The Letters of Bess of Hardwick: The Complete Correspondence c.1550–1608, is openly available at http://www.bessofhardwick.org. A number of holograph letters from Shrewsbury (to correspondents other than Bess) were transcribed previously in E. Lodge, Illustrations of British History, Biography, and Manners, in the Reigns of Henry VIII, Edward VI, Mary, Elizabeth, and James I, exhibited in a series of original papers, selected from the manuscripts of the noble families of Howard, Talbot, and Cecil, 5 vols. (London, 1790). A brief comparison of these transcriptions suggests that Lodge's versions match my own.
8. The surviving archival record for Shrewsbury's vast Elizabethan social network—including letters to and from all of the period's most powerful figures, but also more familiar correspondence with family members and servants—is spread throughout manuscript repositories in Britain and the United States, including (for example) the Folger Shakespeare Library, Lambeth Palace Library, and The National Archives—to name but a few of the larger holdings. The exact number of letters is not known.
10. Criminal graphologists have attempted diagnoses based on handwriting of general bodily conditions, as have scholars, for example in a highly unconvincing analysis of Shakespeare. See R. W. Leftwich, "The Evidence of Disease in Shakespeare's Handwriting," in Trements of Clay: An Anthology of Medical Biographical Essays, ed. A. Sorsby (London, 1972), 88–96.
rheumatoid arthritis or osteoarthritis; we must also consider the fact that, as Roy Porter and George Rousseau have noted, "retrospective diagnosis risks sacrificing historical understanding of past medical mentalities." Today gout is diagnosed and distinguished from other rheumatoid conditions by measuring uric acid levels in the blood and/or observing bodily deformation. Therefore, unless we excavate his bones, any definitive retrospective diagnosis of Shrewsbury is impossible: in what follows (unless otherwise noted), I will continue to use the word "gout" to refer to the earl's disease in the catchall early modern sense.

Whether Shrewsbury's condition was gout, rheumatoid arthritis, or both, it would have deformed his hands (fig. 1). In the case of gout, a buildup of uric acid and possible crystal deposits (tophi) around the joints would have physically altered the makeup of Shrewsbury's hand and could have actually broken the skin, resulting in open wounds (which would partly explain the use of a cerecloth described elsewhere in his letters). In the case of arthritis, swelling was also a possibility, as well as severe contortion of the joints and fingers (as in the second hand in fig. 1). In either case, then, the stiffness that resulted from pain and the actual physical changes to the joints in the hand would have greatly reduced Shrewsbury's range of movement and his ability to hold a pen, with significant implications for his holograph script.

Eventually the inflammatory condition in his hands (and other parts of his body) resulted in the earl losing the ability to write much at all. He does one of his latest holograph letters, in 1586 (to his son Gilbert), with "I end beinge werry of screebe-lyng." This weariness seems by then to have been a constant condition, for there are almost no holograph letters from the mid-1580s until his death in 1590. Even as early as 1580, in asking his father to sign a certificate for Sir Thomas Stanhope, Gilbert chides him to "be careful not to blot this." The toll of Shrewsbury's condition and his severe disability in writing is materialized in an exceptionally late example of a holograph postscript of a letter to Burghley, written in 1589, which is otherwise completely scribal. At the end, he signs his name with a very stiff hand, accidentally smearing the ink on the page as he does so, and then writes apologetically, "benge more than halfe lame of my handes" (fig. 2).

The specific form of Shrewsbury's hand was influenced as well by the prevailing scripts of his time. In the broadest, most abstract typological terms, late sixteenth-
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13. Ibid., 106.
15. Shrewsbury exploited physicians who were sent from court to attend to the many and recurrent infirmities of his custodial charge, Mary Queen of Scots. In 1586 he writes to Baldwin on one such an occasion: "this gentsman doctor gybbard was sent from hur majestie [ . . . ] I have spoken to him to send me douze bynsette brode wych is not made by common potekares [i.e., apothecaries] & Also Asercloth [i.e., a cerclloth] to use for my goute"; Lambeth Palace Library, Talbot Papers (hereafter LPL Talbot), MS 3398, fol. 105.
16. Ibid., fol. 345.
17. LPL Talbot, MS 3399, fol. 32.
18. LPL Talbot, MS 3398, fol. 423.
century England had two scripts: italic and secretary. Italic, the precursor to modern-day romanized scripts—originally used in the universities—was increasingly being used by members of the gentry, particularly courtiers. In Elizabethan England and is characteristic of the writing left by period figures such as Robert Devereux, second Earl of Essex,19 and William Cecil, Lord Burghley (also a sufferer from gout, with less dramatic paleographic repercussions).20 Secretary, on the other hand, was older, having come to England via France during the late fourteenth century originally as a “business hand,”21 then used ubiquitously throughout much of the sixteenth century. Like most professional scribes, clerks, and secretaries employed by the sixteenth-century ruling classes, the individuals enlisted by Shrewsbury to write his scribal correspondence wrote in a well-formed and typical secretary script, as it was prescribed in this period. Likewise, Shrewsbury’s own writing, while certainly not uniform with the professionals, is influenced most visibly by secretary forms. Some of the more distinct secretary features of his writing appear in most instances of <i>, <e>, <r>, <s>, and <g> graphs (and for the last two, this is also true of the majuscule graphs of his signature, <G Shrewsbury>). For example, take the closing and postscript from a holograph letter to Bess in 1580 (fig. 3).

This sample is for the most part representative of all the holograph writing that survives from Shrewsbury. However, there is some archival evidence to suggest that his handwriting got worse over time. Among the very few surviving letters that predate his succession to the earldom of Shrewsbury in 1550, there are several written to his father (then the fifth earl) in the late 1550s. In one holograph letter, from November of 1559,22 the then Lord Talbot writes to his father to report on news from the court regarding the young Queen Elizabeth I. Notably, the handwriting in this letter is clearer than the notorious scrawl in letters of the 1570s and ‘80s (as in fig. 3). The overall appearance of the earlier writing is generally more rounded, tighter, and controlled, whereas later on, Shrewsbury seems to lose the ability to complete graphs by adding vertical strokes, closing lobes, or adding the rounded compartments to graphs such as <a>, <o>, and <e>. In particular, the final <e> on many words in the letter of 1559 is more clearly a secretarial <e>, with a looped top compartment, whereas in the later letters the final as well as medial <e> tends to lose its graphic integrity, becoming a thin straight line jutting out from the preceding letter. Also, <a> later becomes a thin, crammed graph, often just a descending vertical line, whereas in the letter to his father, Shrewsbury’s <a> graphs contain a fully visible, rounded (single) compartment and tail. Furthermore, the minuscule graphs (particularly <a>, <i>, and <n>) which are almost always completely flattened into an indistinct horizontal line in the later letters (again, see fig. 3), are in the earlier letter more often distinguishable as individual


20. Italic, deemed easier to learn than secretary, was also the script taught to women in the later sixteenth century.


22. LPL, TALB, MS 3966, fol. 49.

23. It is worth noting that the “folly” Shrewsbury speaks of here is not to do with the reading of his letters, but “how onet Avergen [how honest a virgin]?” Mary’s agent Bagshaw makes her out to be in his own letters, which Shrewsbury has intercepted, “made sport at,” and forwarded on to Bess.

Shrewsbury in a hard down-up movement, and in many cases the lobes are lost altogether (for example, the <b>in" because" in fig. 3 looks more like an <i>in</i>). This likely indicates that he compensated for the immobility of his fingers with otherwise abnormal movement of the arm while writing. "Healthy" writing practice does not typically include arm movement in the production of individual graphs, as writing this way is much more difficult and jerky when compared to a successful wrist-and-fingers combination.

These ideographic features of Shrewsbury's holograph writing are very similar to those present in the degenerated holograph of Elizabeth as described by Henry Woudhuyzen, who writes of the queen's later handwriting: "What has changed is that the pen has a tendency to move horizontally for some words and letters with almost no vertical movement." Such idiosyncratic ambiguity—which does not occur in scribal examples written for Shrewsbury—was a direct result of the embodiment of the writing process. That is, embodiment literally, in the sense that human handwriting is made possible by the corporeal mechanics of the hand itself: not the abstract "hand" of paleography, analogous to "script," but the hand belonging to a body susceptible to the vicissitudes of pathological influence. In this vein, it is perhaps not mere coincidence that the same disease that was the most influential factor of embodiment for Shrewsbury's writing, what he refers to as his "goat," is also thought to have troubled Elizabeth later in life.

In the following sections, I will further illustrate the resonance of the hand and handwriting by examining the ways in which Shrewsbury's condition had implications that went beyond issues of readability.

"Lest I be stayed by my enemy"

Epistolary communication in sixteenth-century England was an indispensable means for the literate classes to create rhetorical presence when physically absent from an addressee: through letters, in Jonathan Goldberg's words, "mouths have become hands." The letter was crucial in maintaining news networks, managing household estates in marriages that often saw spouses in different locations, and (certainly not least of all) exerting influence at the increasingly centralized Tudor court—for, as Gary Schneider notes, "when physical presence was impossible, it was imperative that connections to the center of power be maintained through letters." Very much a part of this sociopolitical sphere, Shrewsbury spent a considerable amount of time at court before his marriage to Bess in 1567, accruing a rapid succession of honors early in life and gaining recognition as one of Elizabeth's most powerful and loyal courtiers. It also seems that Shrewsbury remained at court during his first marriage to Gertrude
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making it impossible for him to travel, even on the rare occasion when he received royal permission to do so. The implications this had for his sociopolitical connections were enormous, and he felt great anxiety on occasions when he felt it was necessary to represent his suit in person (e.g., to request money from Elizabeth to feed Mary and her retinue). In a letter to Burghley in 1582, Shrewsbury requests permission to come to court, writing, "now my helth saves me so well to see & do my dute to her majestie [. . .] my desire is it [i.e., permission to come to court] may we thin this weke [be granted] lest I bestei by my enemy Agnost my wyll" ("the enemy" is gout). And in 1586 he wrote to Gilbert, "truly my symkes is not more grevious than greefe of mynde is that my lamenes shuld so fewle oute At this tymne when i shulde have done hur hynes savers," stating that, "rather than it shulde binke thought on any want in me to perfom my sarvus," if the queen demanded it, "i wyll cum thow i dye by the wyse."

In the end Shrewsbury visited court only once between 1571 and 1584, which, as Elizabeth Goldring observes, "had disastrous effects on his reputation and on any future chances of preferment. When he finally took up his seat on the privy council in 1584, he found that rumours were circulating to the effect that he had been disloyal to the English queen by taking up Mary's cause."

Stuck in the north of England, Shrewsbury would have relied almost completely on his ability to communicate and create "presence" (e.g., at court) through epistolary means. He did, of course, have access to scribes to write for him; but the scribal-holograph distinction was not only a matter of convenience or practicality: it was imbued with sociocultural meaning. In particular, writing oneself added significantly to the legitimacy, privacy, and/or personal affect of a letter, whereas the use of a scribe was more impersonal, formal, and (due to the necessity of use) public. Having this option then—to switch between holograph and scribal registers of communication—was a crucial part of a letter writer's communicative repertoire. But it also presupposes the physical ability to write oneself; faced with paralyzing pain and stiffness in his hand, this option was not always open to Shrewsbury. In this sense, one reading of his correspondence suggests that his illness was detrimental to his control over his social networks.

"I cannot write myself.

Holograph Writing and Social Networks

That the loss of the ability to write could equal a loss of "voice" is observable at various levels in Shrewsbury's correspondence, including that with Bess. The ratio of scribal to holograph letters from Shrewsbury to Bess is very low in comparison with other addressees. While there are two scribal copies of letters to Bess following their estrangement in the 1580s, only one sent scribal letter survives. Almost certainly, the earl's closest family was capable of reading his handwriting; apart from matters of privacy and/or secrecy, the fact that Shrewsbury chose to write to Bess under his own (albeit frequently painful) hand is related to period ideologies that linked the exterior hand to the inner heart. Shrewsbury repeats the trope, often found in early modern letters, to Bess in 1568, when he closes an affectionate holograph letter, "as the pen yrtes the hard thynkes that offe Ale ethelye loyes that hath happened vnto me I thanke god cheflchste for you." Yet inscribing a direct link to the inner man was not always possible, and the surviving scribal letter to Bess, written in October of 1580, contains explicit reference to the implications of Shrewsbury's inability to write for the actual content of the letter:

Wyf I have receyved you r severall letters and am at this present so trobled with patine and stiness in my hand that I cannot write my self and therefore deferre the answeringe of the same wh ich I will fully do so sone as it shall please god to restore the streinht of my hand that I may write vch I hope will be very shortly."

"Answeringe" here refers specifically to writing a holograph letter. Therefore, this scribally composed message communicates simply receipt and an explanation for not "fully" responding to the content of Bess's original letter (which does not survive). Given the circumstances, the material deferred could have been done with (for example) sensitive information regarding Mary Queen of Scots, or the discovery of household spies (a very real threat that preoccupied Shrewsbury throughout Mary's custody). Interpreted literally, then, the first part of this letter indicates that, at times of acute pain, Shrewsbury's disabled hand prevented him from having some types of correspondence. If one reads on, this letter also offers interesting insights into the way in which Shrewsbury and Bess worked together to regulate the epistolary channels of their households:

I haue returnd vnto you mo Lord of Leycestres lettre and praye you when you write againe let his Lord understanct that because I perceaved by his last lettre vnto me it was doutfull how sone I shuld obtayn graunte of pemtment I haue staied furder writinge vnto him therin havinge no dout of his Lordsips good remembrance & furderance thereon when occasion might serve."

This section of the letter clearly illustrates the advantage (perhaps even necessity) of both marital partners being literate for managing households that saw such an
incredible amount of epistolary activity. James Daybell's survey work has shown that it was common for women to seek advice in writing business (as opposed to familiar) letters, but he also explains that "it is not uncommon to find examples of women who gave assistance to men in the writing of their letters." 40 For Shrewsbury, Bess's literacy (both reading and writing) was a great asset when gout struck, as demonstrated in the letter cited above. Instead of replying himself to a letter from Robert Dudley, Earl of Leicester, which Bess sent him, he returns it and asks her to respond for him due to the infirmity of his hand. From Bess's perspective, this type of joint epistolary activity would have greatly promoted her own social networks. Even before her marriage to Shrewsbury, Bess was a well-connected woman; however, it is perhaps not completely coincidental that the first surviving letters to and from figures such as Leicester, Burghley, and indeed Elizabeth only appear in what survives of Bess's correspondence following her marriage to Shrewsbury. In this way, while Shrewsbury's ability to keep up with the writing in his own network waned, Bess's influence in that network would have increased—a mutually beneficial situation for husband and wife.

Epistolary delay attributed to illness is also evident in letters to the earl's London steward, Thomas Baldwin; in a brief, purposefully cryptic letter from May 1582, Shrewsbury writes from Sheffield using a scribe, "Now I am troubled some what with the gowte in my hand that I cannot well wryte you shall here further from me shortly and will looke to this matters yowr writ of as well as I can." 41 But although Shrewsbury's disease was undoubtedly real, we must also recognize that professions of illness could be used rhetorically: as Gary Schneider notes, "since illness prohibited immediate response, actual or protested maladies were inscribed [in early modern letters] to account for the epistolary delays." 42 At the time the scribal letter of 1580 to Bess was written, the usual time constraints for Shrewsbury would have been compounded by a number of stresses: the financial strain of supporting the Queen of Scots and her retinue, delays and unexpected costs connected with construction of Workshop Manor (happening at the same time Bess was constructing Chatsworth), demands made by his wife and their children, as well as the major "Glossopdale dispute" between Shrewsbury and a number of his tenants who, much to Shrewsbury's disgrace, had brought their complaints to surprisingly sympathetic ears at court. 43 Despite these justifications for using a scribe, it is clear from other correspondence with Baldwin that Shrewsbury did prefer to encrypt particular messages in his own handwriting. For example, there are a number of letters to Baldwin written partly by a scribe and partly by Shrewsbury himself, wherein the holograph section often qualifies information in the scribal. In a letter to Baldwin in 1581, Shrewsbury's scribe writes for him, "I am well recovered of my gowe," and then Shrewsbury adds a lengthy postscript offering more sensitive information relating to "this lade my charge." 44 Use of scribes, then, was not dictated by illness only but also by intention and content. If Shrewsbury was physically unable to fully relate sensitive information, this could have caused troublesome delays. When he wrote despite the pain involved, however, illness and its graphic trace in the earl's ugyography could serve to further cement social bonds and emphasize the significance of the holograph gesture.

"Our joint enemy": Uglyography and Social Bonding

Just as health formulae shaped discourses of care and remembrance (of love, duty, and friendship), illness also structured early modern epistolary communication; Schneider observes, "bodily indisposition seemed to define an epistolary theme of sorts." 45 In this vein, comments on Shrewsbury's gouty hand (writing) appeared throughout his own correspondence, and in contemporary letters written about him. As an example of the latter, Sir Henry Lee writes to Shrewsbury's son, Gilbert, in August of 1582 regarding improvement in the earl's gout, noticed during a recent visit to Sheffield. 46 In turn, Gilbert writes letters to Bess reporting news of Shrewsbury's health, both as he knew it to be and as it was rumored to be at court. 47 Bess's own son (from her second marriage to Sir William Cavendish), Charles Cavendish, writes (ca. 1587?), "I understand my lord of Shrewsbury hath bin more sharply handeled with the gout but now is at good ease." 48 And while letters from Bess before their estrangement are lacking, it is clear from Shrewsbury's letters to her that she did ask specifically after his hand: in a letter of 1580, Shrewsbury writes to her, "I thanke you for censure gelybard to wryt to know how my hande dothe." 49 Of course, in addition to any genuine empathy, public interest in the health of an influential individual might be driven by selfish concerns, since the shifts in power that often followed a magnate's death could benefit the socially and politically connected. Years before he did die, rumors were flying; for example, Charles Cavendish writes to Bess in 1587 how "Hesere [at court] was a weake auge a very great brut [i.e., rumor] of my Lord of Shrewsbury's death and that his payn of the goutt tooke him." 50 In this way, much of the discourse surrounding and defining Shrewsbury as a figure in his own time had to do directly with his disease(s)—a reality he would have shared with other leading figures from the period, notably Burghley and Elizabeth. In turn, this community of shared suffering helped make disease, and specifically gout, a significant means of social bonding between those at the center of power.

41. LPL Talbot, MS 3198, fol. 141.
42. Schneider, Culture of Epistolarity, 67.
43. For more on Shrewsbury's dispute with his Glossopdale tenants, see S. E. Kershaw, "Power and Duty in the Elizabethan Aristocracy: George, Earl of Shrewsbury, the Glossopdale Dispute and the Council," in The Tudor Nobility, ed. G. W. Bernard (Manchester, 1991), 266–95.
44. LPL Talbot, MS 3198, fol. 95.
45. Schneider, Culture of Epistolarity, 67.
46. LPL Talbot, MS 3198, fol. 363.
47. Sheffield Archives, MD 5279.
48. FSL, MS X.4.418, fol. 4.
49. Ibid., fol. 103. Bess was ill at the time and therefore had their son Gilbert Talbot (from Shrewsbury's first marriage) write for her.
50. Chatsworth House, Devonshire, MSS, H/44/16 (HL/2).
Burghley, like Shrewsbury, was a longtime sufferer of a rheumatic condition referred to by him and his contemporaries as "gout." Given his high status, he was frequently approached by friends, physicians, and wits with purported remedies for his infirmity. Shrewsbury sent Burghley many suggestions and enclosures aimed at easing his discomfort, such as "oyle of stags blud, for I am strongly persuaded of the rare and great vertu thereof. I know it to be a most safe thyenge, yet some offence there is in the smell thereof."51 And for his part, Burghley frequently asked after Shrewsbury’s condition, sometimes via others: in a letter to Shrewsbury in 1573, Baldwin relates that Burghley asked after his master’s gout.52 That Shrewsbury thought much of Burghley, and that the two shared a some affective affinity, is reflected in the earl’s reference to him as "my father."53 Bess clearly believed only Burghley could appeal to Shrewsbury on her behalf once her marriage broke down. She wrote him frequently, noting in a letter from 1567 that "I know your Lordship hath ouer ben his best frende."54 In addition to the practical care offered by remedies enclosed with letters, exchanges between Shrewsbury and Burghley with regard to illness were central to the mostly textual performance of this "friendship."

There are numerous instances of the personal, affective significance of the diseased holograph in Shrewsbury’s correspondence with Burghley—wherein, somewhat dramatically, uglyography became a positive sign of writing as a (literally and/or rhetorically) painful labor of love. For example, in a letter to Burghley in May of 1578, Shrewsbury excuses himself for not writing more with his own hand, beginning, "my good lord Althow my ill nebuer the gout & this eyvil harde wederd myppes me in my hande so as I can not wytte yette my faitfull Affecccon & good wyll to yor Lord so caryes me Away that I forgett my greffe"; then, after several lines, he closes, "benge the furst letter I wrytt this fortrynt wyt my one hande I am forso to end."55 Here, as in the scribal letter to Bess discussed earlier, Shrewsbury remarks on his inability to write in the act of writing. In the letter to Bess, he mentions it because he could not answer her with his own hand. In the letter to Burghley, it explains his being "forced" to cut his writing short (once he has remembered his duty) due to overwhelming pain. Apologies for not writing more with his own hand continue in a slightly later letter to Burghley in January 1579, written upon recovery from an attack of gout: "I wold oftere [i.e., more often] haue reseted yor Lord wyt my scryple, but that I haue bene tresedyd wyt my olde enemy but nowe thanke god I Am Rydd ofte At this present."56 Telling here is the verb visit, as it suggests how Shrewsbury’s hand (writing) took the place of his phys.

51. Copeman, Short History of the Gout, 66. Stag’s blood may well have been a “family secret,” as following the sixth earl’s death there is mention of it as an enclosure to a letter sent to Gilbert, seventh Earl of Shrewsbury (who also suffered from “gout”) in 1594. LPL Talbot, MS 3105, fol. 771.
52. LPL Talbot, MS 3105, fol. 639.
53. Regarding the father figure in Elizabethan families and the analogues it provided for political structures, see A. Wall, Power and Protest in England 1225-1560 (New York, 2000), 85-96.
55. LPL Talbot, MS 3105, fol. 921.
56. Ibid., fol. 957.

And again, in line with tropes linking the heart and hand (discussed above in relation to Bess), Shrewsbury writes to Burghley in his final year of life: "if my hand was answerable to my hart I wold enlarget my letter, with soch abundance of thanks and offers of service, as your Lordship shoulde be combrd with a long reading."58 Since both men understood one another’s condition, scribal letters came to implicitly signify the influence of illness (instead of impersonality or formal distance). "And so beinge very sorye that I see not yor Lordship’s hand at the lette whereby I conjectur [conjecture] the blowe you have receaved of that our common adversary is grevous."59 In this way, a context-specific understanding of illness came to encode the use of scribes with a particular meaning while also allowing for comment and concern as part of what seems to have been the principal discourse of friendship between Shrewsbury and Burghley.

In several instances, references to the hand’s freedom or “liberty” evoke a masculine, militaristic fantasy, in which Shrewsbury and Burghley suffer while fighting in a common cause. In 1587 Shrewsbury writes, “whereby as I was made sore to thinke of yor greate paines, so was I gladdes that our ioinnt [i.e., joint] enemie hathe gluen to my frendes hande somewhat more libertie then to mine owne wch is deynd power almost to holde the penne.”60 Such language is also clear in responses from Burghley, who ends a letter written in October 1589, “And so leave your Lordship to be free from our Commen enemy.” The personification of gout reaches a peak in a letter sent later that year, wherein Burghley writes:

my Lord, I se our enemny may not [be] roughly use, if any thyng shall pacely hym, it must be pacienie and warmneth, for though we might fynd to let hym in ye stocke, yet except he be both fedde and clothed wther warme meales and cloth, he will not yeld.62

57. TNA, SP 39/9, fol. 8.
58. LPL Talbot, MS 3105, fol. 39.
59. Shrewsbury to Burghley, 1583. LPL Talbot, MS 3105, fol. 223. In the holograph postscript, Shrewsbury adds, “as yor I. lordship in yor inconcent wther ouer enemy Reseyved A blowe ostone the hand so hald I bene lyke of late in wrothynge whon I hase hald both my legges typped from vnder me.”
60. LPL Talbot, MS 3105, fol. 372.
61. Ibid., MS 3100, fol. 25.
62. Ibid., fol. 39.
In addition to offering consolation for the physical and social isolation caused by their conditions, exchanges that refer to a "common enemy" are also undoubtedly charged with sociopolitical analogies to the Elizabethan state. Furthermore, the metaphor provides the two with an opportunity to play with language, thus reappropriating a sense of manual control, if only rhetorically—for example, in the rich punning involved in "joint enemy," which implies the sense of shared, but also physical joints.

Rhetorically affective themes to do with handwriting and disease also feature prominently in Shrewsbury's correspondence with Elizabeth. Letters from the queen were of course of great significance to any subject of England; however, Shrewsbury was in a position (shared by very few subjects indeed) of being granted requests for writing in Elizabeth's own hand. For example, in a letter to Burghley written from Sheffield in 1572, the earl writes of his concern at the queen's recent bout of smallpox and asks for a word or two in her own hand to assure him of her health.63 The queen's reply came less than a week later, and she did in fact add a holograph postscript to an otherwise scribal letter, addressing him personally: "My faithfull Shrewsbury, Let no grieve touche your harte for feare of my disease."64 Shrewsbury treasured royal expressions of favor via holograph writing; a letter from the queen to the Shrewsburys in 1577, which contains a holograph subscription and signature from "Your most Assured lovinge Cousin and Soverayn,e," is endorsed by the earl himself, "To be kept As the der-eeste Issell [i.e., jewel]."65 Words directly from Elizabeth also elicited obedient and extensive thanks from Shrewsbury; in this respect, a copy of a letter from Shrewsbury to the queen in 1587 is worth citing at length:

It may please your most excellent Majestick to understand that beyng visited with my old enemie the goute at the commynge downe of my sonne Henrie Talbot, and therewithall greatly payned in so muche that I feared no recoverye woulde have bene before warme weather, yet your Majesties most gracius and comfortable wordes and message sent me by my sonne hath renewed and quickened my vitall spirits whereby the rest of my parts of my bodye are strentthened, that since the accpetation therof I fele myself amended and delivered for this yeare (as I hope) from all his violent assaults. For the which I rende unto your most excellent Majestie my most humble and harty thanks. No application of medicine or mynistration of phisik wold have wrought that cure in so short tyme as your majesties most gracious speches hath mynistered reliefe and helpe unto me, that I fynde my bodie will shortlye be able and stronge to do your Majestie any service that your Highnes shall command[e].66

Shrewsbury's devotion to and adoration of the queen remained strong throughout his life. Living as he did at such a distance from the court, messages from Elizabeth were a great comfort, not only reassuring an endlessly anxious man, but also apparently curing his gout. Furthermore, given the distance between them and the almost total lack of in-person meetings, gout went some way toward grounding Shrewsbury's correspondence with Elizabeth by providing a sense of an embodied "voice," visible in the holograph hand.

Archival evidence suggests that writing holograph letters directly to Elizabeth was unusual and probably (for most) would have constituted a glaring social transgression. How often Shrewsbury did so is not known; however, the discourse of illness was a mainstay throughout his correspondence with Elizabeth—regardless of whether he employed a scribe (much of what survives are holograph copies or drafts from Shrewsbury to Elizabeth). Letters were often circulated and sent indirectly through Elizabethan networks. This is certainly the case with Shrewsbury's writing to the queen: he seems to have frequently written to statesmen at court, particularly Sir Francis Walsingham, the queen's principal secretary, with the expectation that his holograph letter(s) would be physically shown to Elizabeth. This is suggested in the postscript to a holograph letter from Shrewsbury to Walsingham (but really the queen), from Sheffield in 1574:

I thought good to lett you know that there is sundry in my house Infected with the meselles therefore wysche it maye be consideryed if it be nott dangerous for hur majestie to Reseve before it be very well ered [i.e., aired] Any thynghe from hens/ god longe preserve hur. che is Apresysue fuell [i.e., a precious jewel] to All good men[,]67

The chain of epistolary reception at court is more explicitly referenced in a letter to Walsingham (cited at the beginning of this essay), from 1577, in which Shrewsbury writes, "[I] desire you to excuse my evil favoured writing to the Queen's majesty, for by reason of a great ache which has vexed me in the wrist of my right hand a long time, I am able to write no better."68 This remark begs the question, "evil favoured" for whom? Evidence for any such commentary does not survive, but had someone else remarked on the earl's uglography? Or is Shrewsbury only (very reasonably) expecting such a reaction? Either way, disease offered a means of graphically inscribing physical presence, which both presumes familiarity and allows Shrewsbury to make a supplicatory apology and (presumably) elicit pity from his sovereign.

Wiltsire, vol. 5. Historical Manuscripts Commissions Series 98 (London, 1904–80), 85–86. As the letter is a copy, it is not known whether the original was a holograph from Shrewsbury, nor whether the message from the queen he refers to here included any holograph endorsement on her part.69

67. TNA, SP 55/5, fol. 390.
Any superficial negative reading of Shrewsbury’s illness and its graphic trace must be considered alongside a more rhetorically orientated one that allows for the positive possibilities of this discourse. It served to strengthen his social and familial connections with his “best friend,” Lord Burghley, one of the most powerful figures in Elizabethan England, as well as Elizabeth herself. In this way, Shrewsbury’s position—isolated from court, ill, and dependent upon epistolary communication—was much like that of his step-granddaughter, Arbella Stuart, who was brought up under Bess’s guardianship following the death of her mother (Elizabeth [née Cavendish], Bess’s daughter and Shrewsbury’s stepdaughter) in 1582. As Sara Jayne Steen has observed, Stuart’s illness (which Steen suggests to be porphyria)—albeit very painful and emotionally draining for her—gave her a method of expressing agency, bringing attention to herself and, in a way, managing her social networks. Steen concludes that “any analysis of Stuart’s prose must also involve to some degree a reading of her illness.” Like Stuart, Shrewsbury’s illness afforded him presence from a distance, and in the remaining sections I will read gout within its larger sociocultural context in order to reveal its scope for expressing the privilege with which it engendered him.

Uglyography and Ease

Given the fact that gout has historically affected (typically Western) men of the upper classes, it is perhaps not surprising that—despite the painful and sometimes grotesque effects it had on the body—this disease has been appropriated by sufferers as a sign of prestige throughout Western history. It has been described variously as “an affliction of the privileged, and therefore highly desired . . . the distemper of a gentleman,” a disease “of the rich and famous,” or, as in the title of Porter and Rousseau’s book-length socio-medical history of gout, “the patrician malady.” In this sense, the discourse of illness Shrewsbury shared with Burghley smacks of self-congratulation as well as commodification. Like other members of the gentry, both Shrewsbury’s and Burghley’s diets would have consisted of alcohol at most meals, and there is repeated reference to purine-rich meat dishes in Shrewsbury’s letters—such as venison pasties (a gift that commonly accompanied letters), capons, and pheasants, all of which might have contributed to the hyperuricemia that brings on gouty symptoms (this relation to diet is why gout has historically affected the privileged). The history of famous cases is too long to recount here; however, an illustrious lineage that went back to the ancient physician Galen, who wrote that “Gout is the daughter of Bacchus and

72. A.-K. Taunche et al., “Gout—Current Diagnosis and Treatment,” Deutsche Arztrecht Interna
tional 106, nos. 34–35 (2009): 549–55. Also, judging by the frequent references to gout in the corre
cspondence of Gilbert Talbot, the seventh earl, it seems that Shrewsbury may have passed on a genetic disposition for the condition to his son.

Venus,” gout in the Renaissance was certainly nothing to be ashamed of. In fact, there was even an Order of Knights of the Gouty Humour, who published an encomium at the end of the sixteenth century stating that “Someone who lives in health is not master of his body even though he be of good means, but is unceasingly plagued with others’ business. He is almost a serf.”

This quote is particularly interesting with respect to afflictions of the hand and their implications for textual composition. In a way, by having gout as a desirable excuse, Shrewsbury was able to prove not only mastery of his own body but also the power he had to enlist others to write for him. In instances where correspondence was delayed (even if only for a day or two), one in good health was of course expected to give an explanation, as epistolary silence and delay were meaningful gestures. The irascible effects of gout (the symptoms of which could come on quite suddenly, and lift just as quickly) and/or the chronic pain and stiffness elicited by arthritis made for a convenient explanation in instances where a letter and the “remembrance” of one’s duty to others had been delayed for any number of other reasons. Therefore, illness provided Shrewsbury with agency and, ironically, mastery of his own body in that he could (when desired) excuse himself and employ others’ hands to write for him.

To be sure, there would have been no lack of occasion to employ scribes. For, as we would expect of any figure of sociopolitical consequence in that age, the amount of daily letter writing needed to maintain networks and relations for Shrewsbury would have been great. Furthermore, he was expected to write and respond not only on his own behalf, but also—because of his influential position (particularly with other Elizabethan statesmen), and despite public knowledge of his infirmities—on behalf of others. In December of 1565, for instance, Sergeant Thomas Walmesley asked Shrewsbury to write to Burghley in order to prevent his being appointed chief justice in Ireland and enclosed a suggested draft letter for Shrewsbury to use (a seemingly effective strategy, as not long afterward he wrote to thank Shrewsbury for securing his delivery “out of the wyld boggles of Ireland”). Scribes probably fulfilled most ”business” requests of this nature (although the earl seems to have signed everything himself). However, on other occasions Shrewsbury’s own deteriorated hand was called upon by would-be petitioners. One such request came from his son Gilbert in the summer of 1587, to which Shrewsbury responded scribbly:

I haue partelie satisfied you desires in the laste letters you sent me vнесен by Rutterforth, but I could not graunt you request in all. I haue written to the lords and my verye good frendes, accordinge to yor owne directions in that behaile, But not with mye owne hande, (having laterie given over to write my self so muche as heretofore) by reason that my handes are sore distempered with the goate, assurigne my selfe the

73. Quoted in Bhattacharjee, “A Brief History,” 61.
74. Quoted in Porter and Rousseau, Gout, 39.
76. LPL Talbot, MI 3098, folios 309, 321, 333.
same letters will be no lesse effectuallie Considered upon by the lords then of myne owne paynes in wrightinge hadde bene bestowed.77

From this response, it is clear that Gilbert has explicitly requested that his father petition the lords using his own hand. However, at this point holograph writing from Shrewsbury was (judging by the archival evidence) a much rarer occurrence. Here, his assurance that a scribal letter will be just as effective may reveal that he saw the letters differently from his son. Gilbert, desiring favor at court and wishing to exploit his father’s friendships, would have preferred the letters to be seen as more than just business correspondence and therefore sought to take advantage of the in-group significance afforded a holographic gesture, however ugly. Shrewsbury, however, who in any case had grown less tolerant of Gilbert’s continuous requests for money, favors, and courtly sway, had for the most part given up the writing of his own letters, including letters to his best friend Burghley. As all (including Gilbert) were well aware of Shrewsbury’s ill-health, scribal letters were most likely expected from him in his last years, and the holograph-scribal distinction would have lost some of its significance as a result. Instead, Shrewsbury’s mastership over the well-formed hands of his scribes would have signified “the ultimate aristocratic luxury, ease.” In other words, public knowledge of his disease eventually allowed Shrewsbury to transcend the epistolary conventions that he had exploited before (e.g., in “taking pains” to write himself). What then would his holograph signature and flourish and—to go back to that period when Shrewsbury was writing many holograph letters in a gout-ridden scrawl—his own handwriting have communicated in terms of disease and its relation to sociocultural distinction?

If we assume the sociocultural significance of gout as (paradoxically) something to be at once proud of (for oneself and admired by others) as well as bemoaned and asked after, then Shrewsbury’s handwriting would have surely been a material signifier of these attitudes. It is hard to imagine that a recipient of a holograph letter from Shrewsbury could overlook the physical dimension of composition structured by the condition of Shrewsbury’s hand; that is, that the hand actually involved in the composition of the signature or letter was susceptible to influences on the body of which it was part. Whether Shrewsbury’s contemporaries could actually decipher his writing (i.e., the words themselves) is another question. For whereas uglography is common in letters from sixteenth-century aristocrats, Shrewsbury’s hand is without a doubt exceptionally bad.78 But while the earl himself does excuse his writing on several occasions (some of which were mentioned previously), such excuses are common, and there are no explicit references to the readability of the earl’s hand made by others in his epistolary network. Some surely could read his handwriting or had scribes who could “crack” Shrewsbury’s scrawl; but even if they did not understand the linguistic

77. Ibid., fol. 361.

78. The surviving examples of Burghley’s own handwriting seem relatively less affected by gout than Shrewsbury’s. This may have to do with the fact that whereas Shrewsbury was acutely pained in his hands, Burghley’s condition struck more often in his legs and/or feet.

And while smaller, individual idiosyncrasies may have been distinguishable for those closely acquainted with a particular scribe’s handwriting, scribes writing in secretary script in Elizabethan England were often purposefully anonymous in the wider world of socio-epistolary networks. By contrast, the uglography perpetrated by many members of the aristocracy was in fact a visual signal that would have reminded correspondents that they were dealing with specific individuals of power and influence, subject to the “patrician malady,” masters not only of their own bodies but also the bodies of others.

These dual associations between master and uglography, and scribal servant and legible secretary script, go some way toward supporting the historical connection between bad handwriting and the upper classes, particularly in Renaissance Europe and England; Goldberg notes that “there remained throughout the sixteenth century a distrust of handwriting, associated as it was with monkish scribes and seen as a mechanical and manual task unworthy of an aristocrat.”80 Furthermore, Stewart and Wolfe point out that in “satirical writings, bad handwriting was associated especially with the upper classes”; they quote Vives’s *Linguae latinae exercitatio*, in which a character states, “the crowd of our nobility do not follow the precept (as to the value of writing), for they think it is a fine and becoming thing not to know how to form their letters. You would say their writing was the scratching of hens.”81 Shrewsbury’s clearly

afflicted handwriting, then, would have had double resonance in that uglification was associated with members of the aristocracy and "gout" was considered a noble disease; this disease in turn became readable in the handwriting itself and via the theme of illness throughout his correspondence. Whether writing to others in positions of power or those of lower social station, the graphic trace left by Shrewsbury and the scribes who served him would have evoked these associations, sometimes simultaneously if a scribe wrote a letter and Shrewsbury signed it with his cryptic, unforgable signature and flourish.

Of course this would have made letters written and/or signed by Shrewsbury stand out among the immense corpus of writing circulating in Elizabethan epistolary networks and would have also guarded against the very real threat of forgery. The objective in producing handwriting that falls within the bounds of a prescribed practice (e.g., the generic secretarial scripts used by Shrewsbury's scribes) is precisely that it should be able to be copied; however, duplicating the idiosyncrasies of a hand dictated by pain is a much more difficult task:

The most valuable idiographic items for the purpose of identification of the writer are those that are not entirely under his or her conscious control; this makes them difficult to forge, and difficult to disguise.83

Such irreproducibility is particularly evident in the distinctive idiographic symbol or flourish Shrewsbury invariably added to his letters, even those otherwise completed by a scribe (see fig. 2 and 3).83

~ Conclusion

In addition to providing a more nuanced understanding of the earl himself and the correspondence of his second wife, Bess of Hardwick, consideration of the letter writing of George, sixth Earl of Shrewsbury, greatly enriches a picture of the Elizabethan aristocracy and how handwriting and disease were inscribed in their sociopolitical relations (literally and figuratively). For the most part, any serious study of Shrewsbury has hitherto been obscured by the uneasy "graphic trace" he left. By taking this infamous uglification as its point of departure and then considering what manual infirmity meant in terms of Shrewsbury's management of epistolary networks, this essay has made headway toward more concrete, embodied characterizations of Shrewsbury, his letters, and (especially) his handwriting.

Although a diagnosis of Shrewsbury's specific rheumatoid condition is not possible, this analysis of Shrewsbury's handwriting offers evidence of how the prescribed handwriting of early modern letter writing and the actual letterforms that fit within this practice were in fact subject not only to sociocultural factors (for example, instruc-

82. Davis, "The Practice," 255.
83. At first it appears that Shrewsbury's holograph flourish may be his initials, "G. S." (i.e., George Shrewsbury); however, the same flourish is also used in LPL, Talbot, MS 396, fol. 49 (discussed above), written when his father was alive and he was therefore still Lord Talbot.
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